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HOW TO MAKE AN INDOOR, TABLE-TOP WORMERY 
 

This is a realistic project to try at home, which brings with it the pleasant responsibility of 

caring for your worms.  These are very easy – and useful – pets to keep, but you do need to 

take their care seriously. 

 

The original idea came from this website, which offers a Desk Top Wormery:  

http://www.bubblehouseworms.com/cat/59/Desktop+Wormery/ 

The site points out that this is a fully-functioning wormery in miniature, NOT the type of 

“glass box worm house” which is designed primarily to give a window on worm activity 

(usually the earth-workers, which make vertical burrows).  This wormery is for real: your 

worms will produce genuine vermicompost for use on your houseplants and miniature 

garden projects.  The Bubble House Wormery is a great little product and very reasonably 

priced; it comes complete with worms and instructions, so for the first-timer, it is a good 

buy.  But for those of you with limited resources, or wishing to go into batch production, 

here are a few ideas for a home-produced version. 

 

You need: 

 a plant saucer 

 three plant pots 

 newspaper, twisted tightly into long snakes to make plant-pot “collars” so that the 

pots don’t fit too snugly together (also to exclude light from your worms) 

 something to line the bottom pot which will allow drainage but stop you losing your 

valuable vermicompost and worms though the drainage holes – nylon mesh would 

be great (from an old sieve?); maybe make pin-holes in a circle cut from a plastic 

food tray; ideally you want to do the same in the top pot, to stop adventurous 

worms leaving their home (or just use newspaper or card and remember to replace 

it every so often) 

 

Assembly: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
saucer, to capture valuable “worm 

tea” to use as plant food 

plant for top pot, purely decorative, 

see hints below  

three plant pots  

twisted newspaper bent into a circle 

to stop pots dropping down  

http://www.bubblehouseworms.com/cat/59/Desktop+Wormery/
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Operation: 

The lowest plant pot is your worm bedroom.  Populate it with worms (and their immediate 

surroundings) from the bottom of your own compost heap, or find a friendly neighbour.  

Your worms should be “Tiger” worms (also known as brindling worms) which are elegantly 

slender and are clearly striped with red and yellow when they stretch to walk across your 

hand.   You can also use Dendrobena, which are dark red and larger than the tigers.  Both do 

excellent compost work - the tigers a little faster; the Dendras a little deeper - and the 

Dendras will tolerate slightly more acidic conditions. 

 

Make your worms comfortable with a little extra bedding such as finely shredded 

newspaper, or partly rotted leaf mould.  They will eat their bedding, so you need to top it up 

occasionally.  If you find the wormery is getting too wet, more shredded newspaper is the 

answer. 

 

The second pot is your worm canteen where you feed them on a diet of finely chopped 

salad stuff: lettuce, potato and carrot peel, bananas; tea leaves (very popular! and note it is 

much easier to empty a teabag when it has dried out); finely crushed egg shells (and if you 

dry them in the oven first, they crush much more easily in a basin, using a jam jar as a 

pestle) - and more shredded paper and cardboard (egg boxes pulled into tiny pieces are 

ideal).  Try little and often (say, weekly) and you will soon see what goes down well and 

what gets left.  Avoid onions and citrus as they are too acidic, and of course, avoid meats as 

they will smell.   

 

Top the worm feed with a circle or two of newspaper to keep fruit lies at bay.  (When you 

are first establishing your wormery, it would be a kindness to put a little feed in the 

dormitory to save on travelling time before the worms become accustomed to their new 

home.) 

 

The top pot is for ornamental planting and to provide a bit of insulation for the lower 

layers.  Choose your plant wisely, as anything which needs a lot of water will inevitably 

make your wormery too damp!  Play safe with something like thyme or a cactus.  (An early 

experiment with mustard-and-cress was rewarding for the kitchen, but far too damp for the 

worms).  It’s a good idea to put a mesh layer at the bottom of this pot to stop soil dropping 

down and to prevent an adventurous worm moving up; you might also fill the bottom of this 

pot with one of the more absorbent materials recommended for hanging baskets: 

sphagnum moss or similar, to keep the water within.  

 

Maintenance: 

Check your wormery frequently (actually, it is a pleasure to check it daily, just to see what 

the little creatures are up to, but once a week would be enough – and if you are going away, 

place the pot carefully in a sheltered spot, make sure there is sufficient food, and it should 

be all right for three to six weeks). 
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Feed little and often (unless going away, and even then, don’t overdo it, your worms will be 

happier with a handful of extra leafmould or shredded paper than a pile of rotting cabbage).  

Chop as finely as you can (do you have a hachoir or mezzaluna?), and feed separate foods in 

separate piles, so you can see what they enjoy.  Remember to add shredded newspaper or 

other ‘brown’ material from time to time.  As a general rule, if you can see the worms in the 

canteen, they are ready for a little more food.  If they are not visible, leave well alone! 

 

If it gets too damp (perhaps because of a plant watering disaster or very wet food), add a 

little shredded newspaper and make sure the saucer is emptied.  Worm tea is valuable plant 

food, dilute it and use it on your house or garden plants.  If the wormery gets too dry, spritz 

the contents with water - or soak shredded paper, squeeze it out and add that. 

 

Keep in a moderate climate: not direct sun, not a cold and frosty corner, not by a direct heat 

source.  You will soon discover a good location for keeping the soil moist but not too wet or 

dry – and of course, somewhere where you can see them daily! 

 

If your treat them nicely, your worms will not try to leave their home…. 

 

Harvesting: 

When the worm bedroom is full of fine brown material, congratulations, you can harvest 

your vermicompost!  Most of your worms will be in the upper pot by now, but tip the 

bottom pot onto a tray and rescue any slothful worms who are still in bed.  Add a little 

bedding to the empty pot; return the lazy worms, and then gently tip the contents of the 

second pot into the first…. and start again.  

 

Use your vermicompost to top dress houseplants or micro garden projects.  It is valuable 

stuff!  And please note it will probably contain worm eggs, so do not be surprised if worms 

appear in your house plants!  (You could always sift them out and put them back in the 

wormery to hatch - or set up an incubator (aka jam jar) to watch the miraculous 

development and birth of a worm - and learn just how quickly they can fill that jam jar with 

vermicompost.  Totally fascinating!) 

 

Your wormery should not get overcrowded, as the worms breed to fill the space available.  

You can, however, harvest a modest number of worms from time to time, perhaps to make 

another table top wormery for a friend, or – I hate to say this – if there is an angler in the 

family, they will probably be very happy to help you out…. 

 

VARIATIONS AND TIPS: 

 make it really attractive with pretty plant pots – different colours, sizes, designs 

 think creatively about the “collars” – thick plaits of coloured wool, or even plaited plastic 

bags, could be colourful as well as functional (“an ideal present for Granny”) 

 the top planter obviously gives you great scope – a plant is the obvious choice; an edible 

plant seems to be a good idea for a kitchen wormery.  But if you want this as a dining 

table centrepiece, why not conceal a vase in the top pot and have a fresh flower display?  
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Or even a candle, as long as your worms are well-insulated from the heat.  You could 

change your plant to suit the season, too 

 a table top wormery where the family eats leads to valuable discussions about the 

consumption of greens.  There may be an obvious temptation for all the broccoli to get 

dumped into the wormery, but there is scope to explain how the worms can’t eat that 

much; how good it is for growing worms, and how cruel it would be if no-one ate 

broccoli at all, because then there would be no scraps for the dear little creatures… 

 


